INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, car accidents are the most cause of death and serious injurer. Investing in understanding the vehicle behavior plays a significant role to minimize the car accidents and enhance the passenger safety. The primary focus of the vehicle dynamics field is to demonstrate the vehicle behavior by applying mathematical models and simulation for the vehicle to predict the car behavior under certain driving conditions. One of the most familiar vehicle model is the bicycle model. However, the interaction between the tires and the road is one of the most essential factor to investigate the car stability and performance. So, it is necessary to understand the tire characteristics and their effects on the different driving situations. The tires are responsible for generating the forces and moments that drive and spelling the vehicle. Tires are very complex products due to their complexity design and their characteristics affected by many factors for example (materials, Tread pattern, belts angle, inflation pressure, and Non-skid depth). For the tire Simulation, a semi-empirical tire models are used in the vehicle dynamics, and the two well-known models are Magic Formula and Large Model.
Finally, since doing a real-time vehicle tests will be very expensive and time consuming the prediction of the vehicle performance through mathematical models and simulation arises to the roof so that the main objective of these types of projects is to simulate models that gives as accurate results as possible instead of using real-time tests. Distance from COG to Rear, Front axels. Moment of inertia around z-axis.
3.MATHEMATICAL MODEL

C.The Magic Formula Tire Model
The Pacejka tire model calculates lateral force and aligning torque based on slip angle and longitudinal force based on percent longitudinal slip. The model parameters are dependent on the normal force F z on the tire where the normal force is given in KN.
where, B is the stiffness factor. C is the shape factor.
,horizontal and vertical shift factor due to (plysteer, conicity, rolling resistance).
a o through a 17 is the tire parameters that can be measured through experiments.
4.SIMULATION
The simulation was run for 5 different wheel steering inputs (5 cases) for each tire (5 tires). (21) and (22) Tire2 has the highest oscillation due to low damping value, and Tire (5) and Tire (4) has the maximum damping values (small rising Time). However, Tire (1) and Tire (3) set in the middle range between high oscillation and high damping values.
Second, the linear saturation model shows the same results as the Linear Model for all cases except for the case (2) (step input=45 degree). Table10 demonstrates Tire(5) has the higher overshot percentage and Tire(3) has the less overshot percentage. Third,Magic Formula Model For case(1) as it shown in the table(4) Tire(3) and Tire(5) has the most reasonable overshot percentage with longer rise time compared to other tires. However, Tire(5) jumps to the largest overshot percentage in case(2) while Tire (3) (3) are almost in the same range but in Magic Formula it is shown that Tire(2) has less damping (high oscillation ) and Tires 1,4,5 have the highest damping and Tire(3) is the only one in the Middle range between the high damping and high oscillation. Finally as its shows in Figure(19 
7.CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that Linear and Linear Saturation Model give a good result if we compare it with Magic Formula for very small slip angles. The magic formula is more accurate than linear models for large slip angles. Based on the magic formula the Tire (3) is the best tire which gives around (20%) overshot for the step wheel steering inputs and a rising time between 0.16 to 0.18 sec. And for the sinusoidal wheel steering Input, it is placed in the middle range compared to other tires (Not high damping magnitude, Not high oscillation). However, the Tire (4) is the worst Tire that has the largest damping value which may cause instability for other input conditions and rollover.
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